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Chapter 7  

The Rise In Popularity of Fake News

I disapprove of what you say, but I will defend to the death your right to say it. 

- Evelyn Beatrice Hall, Ch. 7:Helvetius: The Contradiction(1906), p. 199. Often misattributed to 
Voltaire.

AUTHOR:  Sponsored Content and Native Ads – just another name for Fake News. 

Let's be real, there's nothing new about fake news.  As a child in the 70's I recall standing in line at the 
grocery store with my mother and reading the tabloid press, ones like The National Enquirer and so 
forth, announcing which celebrity the just-landed extra-terrestrial little green men debarking from the 
UFO had mated with that week. And other such outlandish reports. People did not pay much attention 
to these stories then, outside of their momentary entertainment quotient, and people, I would argue, do 
not pay much attention to these kinds of stories now. 

So, this sudden public and establishment media outcry about fake news having overtaken social media 
during the 2016 presidential election cycle feels a bit orchestrated. I would also charge that it is being 
used as something of a smokescreen to deflect any culpability from the mainstream corporate media in 
regards to their wholehearted adoption in recent years of Native Ads and Sponsored Content. Those 
two terms, Native Ads and Sponsored Content, are just media-generated jargon that refer to paid 
advertisements that are made to look like, and presented as, unbiased editorial content. The NYT went 
so far as to create its own stand-alone agency within their company that generates this sponsored 
content rather than outsourcing it any longer to ad agencies. That in-house “ad agency” is called T 
Brand Studio and it's been generating gobs of native ads for years now. 

My conclusion then, so far, about this post-election fake news issue is that it is being blown up into a 
significant national issue only now because it is expedient for the losing Democratic party and their 
candidate to do so – now. Whereas the reality is that there is absolutely nothing new about fake news 
and neither is it the proprietary domain of the left nor the right. 

https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Voltaire#Misattributed
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Voltaire#Misattributed
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Friends_of_Voltaire
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Evelyn_Beatrice_Hall


How Sponsored Content Is Becoming King in a Facebook World, by John Herrman, New York 
Times, July 24, 2016 
source:  http://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/25/business/sponsored-content-takes-larger-role-in-media-
companies.html?_r=0

In recent years, publications large and small have invested in teams to make sponsored content — 
written stories, videos or podcasts that look and feel like journalistic content — hoping to make up for 
declines in conventional advertising. To varying degrees, they have succeeded.

Younger companies like Vice and BuzzFeed have built whole businesses around the concept. The 
Atlantic expects three-quarters of its digital ad revenue to come from sponsored content this year. Slate,
the web publisher, says that about half of its ad revenue comes from native ads, as sponsored content is 
also called, and the other half from traditional banner or display ads. Many major newspapers, 
including The New York Times, have declared sponsored content to be an important part of their 
strategies.

But as the relationship between publishers and social platforms like Facebook    grows closer — and as 
more straightforward forms of advertising are devalued by ad-blocking and industry automation, the 
role, and definition, of sponsored content has shifted. Now, publishers, social media companies and 
advertisers are negotiating new relationships. Audiences have migrated away from news websites and 
toward Facebook and other social media destinations, ...

Donald Trump Clung to Birther Lie for Years and Still Isn't Apologetic, by Michael Barbaro, NY 
Times, Sept. 16, 2016 
source:  http://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/17/us/politics/donald-trump-obama-birther.html?_r=1

What he could do — and what he did do — was talk about it, uninhibitedly, on social media, where 
dark rumors flourish in 140-character bursts and, inevitably, find a home with those who have no need 
for facts and whose suspicions can never be allayed. 

AUTHOR: What exactly is the U.S.'s legal position on freedom of speech and expression? During the 
election campaign we often heard accusations by one candidate (Hillary) of the other (Trump) that his 
words were “inciting racism, hatred and violence.” That phrase is significant because it is the one tactic
you can try to use to suppress the words of an opponent or an accuser in our country. BUT, in order to 
have legal recourse, you must prove it – not just the inciting to violence but more specifically the 
intention to produce “imminent lawless action.” And this couldn't be done during the campaign, hence 
speech flowed freely and much of it unfiltered, thanks to adept use of social media platforms. 

To get a clear picture of the law and where it stands in regards to freedom of speech and 1st Amendment
rights in the U.S., let's take a look first this ACLU position paper, excerpts of which are printed below. 

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/17/us/politics/donald-trump-obama-birther.html?_r=1
http://www.nytimes.com/topic/company/facebook-inc?inline=nyt-org


ACLU  - position paper on Freedom of Speech 
Source:  https://www.aclu.org/other/freedom-expression-aclu-position-paper

Finally, in 1969, in Brandenberg v. Ohio, the Supreme Court struck down the conviction of a Ku Klux 
Klan member, and established a new standard: Speech can be suppressed only if it is intended, and 
likely to produce, "imminent lawless action." Otherwise, even speech that advocates violence is 
protected. The Brandenberg standard prevails today. ...

...Government can limit some protected speech by imposing "time, place and manner" restrictions. This
is most commonly done by requiring permits for meetings, rallies and demonstrations. But a permit 
cannot be unreasonably withheld, nor can it be denied based on content of the speech. That would be 
what is called viewpoint discrimination – and that is unconstitutional. 

Twitter suspends major alt-right accounts, by Amar Toor, The Verge,  November 16 2016) 
Source:  http://www.theverge.com/2016/11/16/13648922/twitter-suspends-alt-right-accounts-richard-
spencer-trump-

Among the users suspended this week is Richard Spencer, head of the National Policy Institute, a white
nationalist think tank that, according to its website, is "dedicated to the heritage, identity, and future of 
people of European descent in the United States." Spencer's personal verified account was suspended, 
as were those of the National Policy Institute and his magazine, Radix Journal. Other suspended alt-
right Twitter users include Paul Town, Pax Dickinson, Ricky Vaughn and John Rivers.

In an interview with The Daily Caller, Spencer
described Twitter's move as "corporate Stalinism."
"Twitter is trying to airbrush the alt-right out of existence," he told the website. "They’re clearly afraid. 
They will fail!" In a YouTube video posted online Tuesday, he said that online "execution squads" were
targeting the alt-right,....

In July, Twitter banned notorious troll Milo Yiannopoulos after he encouraged his followers to tweet 
racist messages to Ghostbusters actress Leslie Jones, though before Tuesday, the site had never 
suspended alt-right accounts en masse. The suspensions also come after Trump's controversial decision 
to appoint Steve Bannon as chief strategist in his administration. Bannon, the executive chairman of the
right-wing site Breitbart News, served as Trump's campaign CEO.

Facebook, In Cross-hairs After Election, Is Said to Question Its Influence, by Mike Isaac, NY 
Times International Edition, November 12 2016

“Of all the content on Facebook, more than 99% of what people see is authentic. Only a very small 
amount is fake news and hoaxes,” Mr. Zuckerberg wrote. “Overall, this makes it extremely unlikely 

"CORPORATE STALINISM"

http://www.nytimes.com/2016/11/15/us/politics/donald-trump-presidency.html
http://www.theverge.com/2016/7/19/12232738/twitter-bans-milo-yiannopoulos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qiADHzBOqZ0
http://dailycaller.com/2016/11/15/twitter-initiates-mass-purge-of-alt-right-accounts-following-trump-victory/
http://www.npiamerica.org/
http://www.theverge.com/2016/11/16/13648922/twitter-suspends-alt-right-accounts-richard-spencer-trump-
http://www.theverge.com/2016/11/16/13648922/twitter-suspends-alt-right-accounts-richard-spencer-trump-


hoaxes changed the outcome of this election in one direction or the other.”
He added - “I am confident we can find ways for our community to tell us what content is most 
meaningful, but I believe we must be extremely cautious about becoming arbiters of truth ourselves.”

(Facebook has 1.8 billion users )  
“Facebook has been in the eye of the post election storm for the past few days, embroiled in 
accusations that it helped spread misinformation and fake news stories that influenced the way the 
American electorate voted. … Even as Facebook has outwardly defended itself as a nonpartisan 
information source – Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook's chief executive, said at a news conference on 
Thursday that Facebook's affecting the election was a 'pretty crazy idea' – many company executives 
and employees have been asking one another if, or how, they shaped the minds, opinions and votes of 
Americans. 

AUTHOR: Of course a business in America has the discretion to allow onto its platfrom or into its 
doors whomever it chooses. But Twitter, by deleting alt-right accounts based solely on their expressed 
viewpoints, has now moved itself squarely into the camp of propagandists. For a social sharing medium
that once prided itself on being the self-described “free speech platform,” its recent actions run counter 
to that. The negative reaction to this kind of censorship by its community of users mounted over several
years and ended up sparking the creation of a new, similar micro-blog social sharing site called Gab. 
Gab.ai, created in August 2016 is a new Twitter-style freedom of speech-focused social media network.

Twitter suspends several accounts in alt-right purge, by James Rogers, Fox News, November 17, 
2016
Source:  Fox News  http://www.foxnews.com/tech/2016/11/17/twitter-suspends-several-accounts-in-
alt-right-purge.html
Twitter has suspended a number of prominent accounts associated with the so-called “alt-right” 
movement, in an apparent purge... 
The alt-right, short for "alternative right," is a term applied to a mostly unaffiliated group of individuals
and organizations who reject mainstream conservatism.  

Twitter Holocaust, SPLC Has Dozens of Alt-Right Accounts Deleted, Then Brags About It,  by 
Ethan Ralph,  The Ralph Retort, November 16, 2016 
Source: http://theralphretort.com/twitter-holocaust-splc-dozens-alt-right-accounts-deleted-brags-
11016016/

Twitter has entered a new phase in their war against free expression. The same place that once claimed 
to represent the “free speech wing of the free speech party” has now decided to wipe out numerous alt-
right accounts at the behest of the Southern Poverty Law Center, a group which claims expertise when 
it comes to so-called hate speech (when in reality they’re just a far-left advocacy group). I’ve long 
loved Twitter, and somehow I’ve escaped the death squads so far, but things don’t look very good for 
the future.



Ethan Ralph

@TheRalphRetort

Twitter intended to purge alt-right accounts as part of a Hillary victory celebration. 
Now, it's revenge.  12:59 am 16 November 2016

I don’t understand how they think this is going to help the service. Instead of finding ways to keep new 
users involved with Twitter, or teaching them how it works, they’ve decided to cull power users at the 
behest of the SPLC. It would be different if they decided to crack down on the left as well, although I 
would still be against it.

                                            
Twitter suspends alt-right accounts, by Jessica Guynn, USA Today, November 16, 2016   
Source: http://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/news/2016/11/15/twitter-suspends-alt-right-
accounts/93943194/

Twitter suspended high-profile accounts associated with the alt-right movement, the same day
the social media service said it would crack down on hate speech.

Among those suspended was Richard Spencer

Twitter on Tuesday removed Spencer's verified account, @RichardBSpencer, that of his think tank, the 
NatioFanal Policy Institute @npiamerica, and his online magazine @radixjournal. 

"I am alive physically but digitally speaking there has been execution squads across the alt right," he 
said. "There is a great purge going on and they are purging people based on their views." - Spencer 

In a statement, Twitter said: "The Twitter Rules prohibit targeted abuse and harassment, and we will 
suspend accounts that violate this policy."

It declined to comment specifically on the suspensions, which included the accounts of Paul Town, Pax
Dickinson, Ricky Vaughn and John Rivers.Twitter was the platform of choice for the campaign of 
President-elect Donald Trump and the alt-right political movement that embraced him...  For years, 
Twitter billed itself as "the free speech wing of the free speech party."

✔

https://twitter.com/TheRalphRetort
https://twitter.com/TheRalphRetort


Would Facebook or Twitter Ever Ban President Trump?  By Will Oremus, Slate, Nov 28, 2016
http://www.slate.com/articles/technology/technology/2016/11/would_facebook_or_twitter_ban_preside
nt_trump.html

Could the president of the United States ever get suspended or banned from a major social network? 
The answer: It depends on the network.  Facebook has indicated that it will not apply its normal 
community standards to posts from President-elect Trump, given their newsworthiness and the 
widespread popular support for his views. But Twitter told Slate that no one is exempt from its rules—
not even the president. …

CEO Mark Zuckerberg. “When we review reports of content that may violate our policies, we take 
context into consideration,” a Facebook spokesperson said via email. “That context can include the 
value of political discourse.” The spokesperson noted that this approach is not Trump-specific.

Still, the Wall Street Journal reported in October that some Facebook employees had pressed for 
Trump’s Facebook page to be suspended for posts that they believed violated the company’s 
community standards on hate speech, including posts that called for a ban on Muslims entering the 
United States. But Zuckerberg decided in December that it would be inappropriate to interfere with a 
major-party candidate’s political posts, the Wall Street Journal reported.

Zuckerberg himself clarified his stand in an onstage interview with David Kirkpatrick at the 
Techonomy conference on Nov. 10. Asked about his decision not to take action against Trump’s page, 
Zuckerberg said:

Our real goal is to reflect what our community wants. That kind of content, we would have 
thought previously that would make a lot of people feel uncomfortable, and people wouldn’t 
want that. But at the point where the person who’s elected president of the United States is 
expressing that opinion and has 60 million people who are followers, then the question is, OK, I 
think that that is mainstream political discourse that I think we need to be pretty careful about 
saying that that’s not a reasonable [inaudible].

AUTHOR: The alternative GAB.ai launched in the late summer of 2016 was profiled in several media 
outlets, including on Breitbart.com. GAB bills itself as being a Twitter-like social media platform 
dedicated to free speech. 

Meet The CEO of GAB, The Free Speech Alternative to Twitter, by Charlie Nash, Breitbart.com, 
August 23, 2016
Source: http://www.breitbart.com/tech/2016/08/23/meet-the-ceo-of-gab-the-free-speech-alternative-to-
twitter/
Charlie Nash: Censorship has been rampant on social networks such as Facebook and Twitter for quite 
some time now. What was the final straw that pushed you into developing Gab.ai?
Andrew Torba: If I had to pick a single event that pushed me over the edge to take action, I would have 
to say it was the suppression of conservative sources and stories by the incredibly biased Facebook 
Trending Topics team.
Many of us don’t realize just how much power and influence the News Feed and Trending Topics 
products have on our psychological understanding of the world around us. There are hundreds of 
millions of people who get their main source of news and information from a handful of companies in 
one of the most progressively liberal cities in the world, it’s time for a change.

http://techonomy.com/conf/te16/videos-conversations-with-2/in-conversation-with-mark-zuckerberg/
http://www.wsj.com/articles/facebook-employees-pushed-to-remove-trump-posts-as-hate-speech-1477075392
http://www.wsj.com/articles/facebook-employees-pushed-to-remove-trump-posts-as-hate-speech-1477075392
http://www.slate.com/articles/technology/technology/2016/11/would_facebook_or_twitter_ban_president_trump.html
http://www.slate.com/articles/technology/technology/2016/11/would_facebook_or_twitter_ban_president_trump.html


AUTHOR: Below are a random selection of quotes and thoughts on freedom of speech as historically 
documented prior to the formation of and throughout our country's history.  Most of them have been 
culled quite simply from Wikipedia, illustrating that these are thoughts, building blocks of our modern 
society, that are still easily found on the internet and in libraries. Let's all pray that this continues to be 
the case in our great nation for generations to come. 

Freedom of Speech : Quotes    https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Freedom_of_speech

Without Freedom of Thought, there can be no such Thing as Wisdom; and no such Thing as publick 
Liberty, without Freedom of Speech; which is the Right of every Man, as far as by it, he does not hurt 
or control the Right of another. And this is the only Check it ought to suffer, and the only bounds it 
ought to know. This sacred Privilege is to essential to free Governments, that the Security of Property, 
and the Freedom of Speech always go together; and in those wretched Countries where a Man cannot 
call his Tongue his own, he can scarce call any Thing else his own. Whoever would overthrow the 
Liberty of a Nation, must begin by subduing the Fteeness [sic!] of Speech; a Thing terrible to Publick 
Traytors. Cato's Letters, John Trenchard and Thomas Gordon (Letter Number 15, Freedom of Speech, 
That the Same is inseparable from Publick Liberty, February 4, 1720).

Give me the liberty to know, to utter, and to argue freely according to conscience, above all liberties. 
John Milton, Areopagitica: A Speech for the Liberty of Unlicens'd Printing, to the Parliament of 
England (published November 23, 1644).

Freedom of speech is the great bulwark of liberty; they prosper and die together: And it is the terror of 
traitors and oppressors, and a barrier against them. It produces excellent writers, and encourages men of
fine genius. Cato's Letters, John Trenchard and Thomas Gordon (Letter Number 15, Of Freedom of 
Speech, That the Same is inseparable from Publick Liberty, February 4, 1720).

Without Freedom of Thought, there can be no such Thing as Wisdom; and no such Thing as publick 
Liberty, without Freedom of Speech. Benjamin Franklin, letter from "Silence Dogood," no. 8, printed 
in The New-England Courant, Boston, Massachusetts (July 9, 1722). Franklin, writing under the 
pseudonym Silence Dogood, was quoting the London Journal, no. 80, February 4, 1720/1;

For if Men are to be precluded from offering their Sentiments on a matter, which may involve the most 
serious and alarming consequences, that can invite the consideration of Mankind, reason is of no use to 
us; the freedom of Speech may be taken away, and, dumb and silent we may be led, like sheep, to the 
Slaughter. George Washington, address to the officers of the army, Newburgh, New York (March 15, 
1783); reported in John C. Fitzpatrick, ed, The Writings of George Washington (1938), vol. 26, p. 225.

The free communication of thoughts and of opinions is one of the most precious rights of man: any 
citizen thus may speak, write, print freely, except to respond to the abuse of this liberty, in the cases 
determined by the law.  - Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen (1789), Article XI

I would rather be exposed to the inconveniences attending too much liberty, than those attending too 
small a degree of it. Thomas Jefferson to Archibald Stuart, Philadelphia, December 23, 1791

https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Thomas_Jefferson
http://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Declaration_of_the_Rights_of_Man_and_of_the_Citizen
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/George_Washington
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Benjamin_Franklin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Gordon_(writer)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Trenchard_(writer)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cato's_Letters
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Areopagitica
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Areopagitica
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/John_Milton
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Cato's_Letter_No._15
https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Cato's_Letter_No._15
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Gordon_(writer)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Trenchard_(writer)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cato's_Letters


A popular Government without popular information, or the means of acquiring it, is but a Prologue to a 
Farce or a Tragedy, or perhaps both. Knowledge will forever govern ignorance: And a people who 
mean to be their own Governors, must arm themselves with the power which knowledge gives. James 
Madison, Letter to W.T. Barry (1822-08-04)

And I honor the man who is willing to sink
Half his present repute for the freedom to think,
And, when he has thought, be his cause strong or weak,
Will risk t'other half for the freedom to speak.
•James Russell Lowell, A Fable for Critics (1848), Pt. V - Cooper, st. 3.

•No law shall be passed restraining the free expression of opinion, or restricting the right to speak, write
or print freely on any subject whatever.
•Oregon Constitution, (1857), Article I, Section 8.

If any opinion is compelled to silence, that opinion may, for aught we can certainly know, be true. To
deny this is to assume our own infallibility. … Though the silenced opinion be an error, it may, and 
very commonly does, contain a portion of truth; and since the general or prevailing opinion on any 
subject is rarely or never the whole truth, it is only by the collision of adverse opinions that the 
remainder of the truth has any chance of being supplied … Even if the received opinion be not only 
true, but the whole truth; unless it is suffered to be, and actually is, vigorously and earnestly contested, 
it will, by most of those who receive it, be held in the manner of a prejudice, with little comprehension 
[of] or feeling [for] its rational grounds.
•John Stuart Mill, On Liberty, (1859).

I would not wish to live in a world where I could not express my honest opinions. Men who deny to 
others the right of speech are not fit to live with honest men.
I deny the right of any man, of any number of men, of any church, of any State, to put a padlock on the 
lips — to make the tongue a convict. I passionately deny the right of the Herod of authority to kill the 
children of the brain. Robert G. Ingersoll, in an appeal to the jury in the trial of C.B. Reynolds for 
blasphemy (May 1887).

I would defend the freedom of speech. And why? Because no attack can be answered by force, no 
argument can be refuted by a blow, or by imprisonment, or by fine. You may imprison the man, but the 
argument is free; you may fell the man to the earth, but the statement stands.
•Robert G. Ingersoll, in an appeal to the jury in the trial of C.B. Reynolds for blasphemy (May 1887).

•Without free speech no search for Truth is possible; without free speech no discovery of Truth is 
useful; without free speech progress is checked, and the nations no longer march forward towards the 
nobler life which the future holds for man. Better a thousandfold abuse of free speech than denial of 
free speech. The abuse dies in a day; the denial slays the life of the people and entombs the hope of the 
race.
•Charles Bradlaugh, Speech at Hall of Science c.1880 quoted in An Autobiography of Annie Besant; 
reported in Edmund Fuller, Thesaurus of Quotations(1941), p. 398; reported as unverified in 
Respectfully Quoted: A Dictionary of Quotations (1989).

I disapprove of what you say, but I will defend to the death your right to say it. - Evelyn Beatrice Hall, 
Ch. 7: Helvetius: The Contradiction(1906), p. 199. Often misattributed to Voltaire.

https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Voltaire#Misattributed
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Friends_of_Voltaire
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•Though these words are regularly attributed to Voltaire, they were first used by Evelyn Beatrice Hall, 
writing under the pseudonym of Stephen G Tallentyre in The Friends of Voltaire (1906), as a 
summation of Voltaire's beliefs on freedom of thought and expression.[13]
•Another possible source for the quote was proposed by Norbert Guterman, editor of "A Book of 
French Quotations," who noted a letter to M. le Riche (6 February 1770) in which Voltaire is quoted as 
saying: "Monsieur l'abbé, I detest what you write, but I would give my life to make it possible for you 
to continue to write" ("Monsieur l'abbé, je déteste ce que vous écrivez, mais je donnerai ma vie pour 
que vous puissiez continuer à écrire"). This remark, however, does not appear in the letter.

AUTHOR: It's always useful to put into historical context current events. In the below cited ACLU 
position paper, it is made clear that this challenge to our freedom of speech and First Amendment rights
that our country is currently experiencing has historical precedent. Thus far, historically speaking, we 
have been able to successfully overcome these challenges in the United States. It is up to us to remain 
ever vigilant, and never more so than today. 

The ACLU's Position Paper  
Source: https://www.aclu.org/other/freedom-expression-aclu-position-paper

THE FIRST AMENDMENT IGNORED

Early Americans enjoyed great freedom compared to citizens of other nations. Nevertheless, once in 
power, even the Constitution's framers were guilty of overstepping the First Amendment they had so 
recently adopted. In 1798, during the French-Indian War, Congress passed the Alien and Sedition Act, 
which made it a crime for anyone to publish "any false, scandalous and malicious writing" against the 
government. It was used by the then-dominant Federalist Party to prosecute prominent Republican 
newspaper editors during the late 18th century.

Throughout the 19th century, sedition, criminal anarchy and criminal conspiracy laws were used to 
suppress the speech of abolitionists, religious minorities, suffragists, labor organizers, and pacifists. In 
Virginia prior to the Civil War, for example, anyone who "by speaking or writing maintains that owners
have no right of property in slaves" was subject to a one-year prison sentence.
The early 20th century was not much better. In 1912, feminist Margaret Sanger was arrested for giving 
a lecture on birth control. Trade union meetings were banned and courts routinely granted injunctions 
prohibiting strikes and other labor protests. Violators were sentenced to prison. Peaceful protesters 
opposing U. S. entry into World War I were jailed for expressing their opinions. In the early 1920s, 
many states outlawed the display of red or black flags, symbols of communism and anarchism. In 1923,
author Upton Sinclair was arrested for trying to read the text of the First Amendment at a union rally. 
Many people were arrested merely for membership in groups regarded as "radical" by the government. 
It was in response to the excesses of this period that the ACLU was founded in 1920.

Also from the ACLU's position paper on Freedom of Speech:
Source: https://www.aclu.org/other/freedom-expression-aclu-position-paper

Freedom of speech, of the press, of association, of assembly and petition -- this set of guarantees, 
protected by the First Amendment, comprises what we refer to as freedom of expression. The Supreme 
Court has written that this freedom is "the matrix, the indispensable condition of nearly every other 
form of freedom." Without it, other fundamental rights, like the right to vote, would wither and die. 

http://books.google.it/books?id=j3kGAQAAIAAJ&q=%22I+disapprove+of+what+you+say,+but+I+will+defend+to+the+death+your+right+to+say+it%22+intitle:%22The+Friends+of+Voltaire%22&dq=%22I+disapprove+of+what+you+say,+but+I+will+defend+to+the+death+your+right+to+say+it%22+intitle:%22The+Friends+of+Voltaire%22&hl=it&ei=6J3uTbDYKcLX8gOnkLGTBw&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&resnum=1&ved=0CCsQ6AEwAA
https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Evelyn_Beatrice_Hall


But in spite of its "preferred position" in our constitutional hierarchy, the nation's
commitment to freedom of expression has been tested over and over again. Especially during times of 
national stress, like war abroad or social upheaval at home, people exercising their First Amendment 
rights have been censored, fined, even jailed. Those with unpopular political ideas have always borne 
the brunt of government repression. It was during WWI -- hardly ancient history -- that a person could 
be jailed just for giving out anti-war leaflets. Out of those early cases, modern First Amendment law 
evolved. Many struggles and many cases later, ours is the most speech-protective country in the world.

The path to freedom was long and arduous. It took nearly 200 years to establish firm constitutional 
limits on the government's power to punish "seditious" and "subversive" speech. Many people suffered 
along the way, such as labor leader Eugene V. Debs, who was sentenced to 10 years in prison under the 
Espionage Act just for telling a rally of peaceful workers to realize they were "fit for something better 
than slavery and cannon fodder."

Cont'd From The ACLU – Position Paper on Freedom of Expression

WHAT DOES "PROTECTED SPEECH" INCLUDE?

First Amendment protection is not limited to "pure speech" -- books, newspapers, leaflets, and rallies. It
also protects "symbolic speech" -- nonverbal expression whose purpose is to communicate ideas. In its
1969 decision in Tinker v. Des Moines, the Court recognized the right of public school students to wear
black armbands in protest of the Vietnam War. In 1989 (Texas v. Johnson) and again in 1990 (U.S. v. 
Eichman), the Court struck down government bans on "flag desecration." Other examples of protected 
symbolic speech include works of art, T-shirt slogans, political buttons, music lyrics and theatrical 
performances.

Government can limit some protected speech by imposing "time, place and manner" restrictions. This 
is most commonly done by requiring permits for meetings, rallies and demonstrations. But a permit 
cannot be unreasonably withheld, nor can it be denied based on content of the speech. That would be 
what is called viewpoint discrimination – and that is unconstitutional.

When a protest crosses the line from speech to action, the government can intervene more aggressively.
Political protesters have the right to picket, to distribute literature, to chant and to engage passersby in 
debate. But they do not have the right to block building entrances or to physically harass people.

FREE SPEECH FOR HATEMONGERS?

The ACLU has often been at the center of controversy for defending the free speech rights of groups 
that spew hate, such as the Ku Klux Klan and the Nazis. But if only popular ideas were protected, we 
wouldn't need a First Amendment. History teaches that the first target of government repression is 
never the last. If we do not come to the defense of the free speech rights of the most unpopular among 
us, even if their views are antithetical to the very freedom the First Amendment stands for, then no 
one's liberty will be secure. In that sense, all First Amendment rights are "indivisible."

Censoring so-called hate speech also runs counter to the long-term interests of the most frequent 



victims of hate: racial, ethnic, religious and sexual minorities. We should not give the government the 
power to decide which opinions are hateful, for history has taught us that government is more apt to use
this power to prosecute minorities than to protect them. As one federal judge has put it, tolerating 
hateful speech is "the best protection we have against any Nazi-type regime in this country."

At the same time, freedom of speech does not prevent punishing conduct that intimidates, harasses, or 
threatens another person, even if words are used. Threatening phone calls, for example, are not 
constitutionally protected.

SPEECH & NATIONAL SECURITY

The Supreme Court has recognized the government's interest in keeping some information secret, such 
as wartime troop deployments. But the Court has never actually upheld an injunction against speech on 
national security grounds. Two lessons can be learned from this historical fact. First, the amount of 
speech that can be curtailed in the interest of national security is very limited. And second, the 
government has historically overused the concept of "national security" to shield itself from criticism, 
and to discourage public discussion of controversial policies or decisions.

In 1971, the publication of the "Pentagon Papers" by the New York Times brought the conflicting claims
of free speech and national security to a head. The Pentagon Papers, a voluminous secret history and 
analysis of the country's involvement in Vietnam, was leaked to the press. When the Times ignored the 
government's demand that it cease publication, the stage was set for a Supreme Court decision. In the 
landmark U.S. v. New York Times case, the Court ruled that the government could not, through "prior 
restraint," block publication of any material unless it could prove that it would "surely" result in "direct,
immediate, and irreparable" harm to the nation. This the government failed to prove, and the public was
given access to vital information about an issue of enormous importance.

The public's First Amendment "right to know" is essential to its ability to fully participate in democratic
decision-making. As the Pentagon Papers case demonstrates, the government's claims of "national 
security" must always be closely scrutinized to make sure they are valid.

Committee to Protect Journalists: President Trump would be threat to press freedom (USA Today,
October 13, 2016) 
source:  http://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/onpolitics/2016/10/13/committee-protect-
journalists-president-trump-would-threaten-press-freedom/92002796/

As Donald Trump gave one of his strongest condemnations of the press during the election cycle, 
the Committee to Protect Journalists issued a public warning Thursday that a Trump win “would 
represent a threat to press freedom.”

“Donald Trump, through his words and actions as a candidate for president of the 
United States, has consistently betrayed First Amendment values. On October 6, CPJ's
board of directors passed a resolution declaring Trump an unprecedented threat to the 



rights of journalists and to CPJ's ability to advocate for press freedom around the 
world.

"Since the beginning of his candidacy, Trump has insulted and vilified the press and 
has made his opposition to the media a centerpiece of his campaign. Trump has 
routinely labeled the press as ‘dishonest’ and ‘scum’ and singled out individual news 
organizations and journalists.”

CPJ is a nonprofit organization that reports on press freedoms around the world.

“This is not about picking sides in an election. This is recognizing that a Trump presidency represents a
threat to press freedom unknown in modern history,” CPJ wrote.

AUTHOR: As a journalist I have had several discussions with the CPJ over the years, especially during
the Obama Administration. I have found them to be a politicized group who cherry-pick their battles in 
defending journalists and from which countries. It is often easier to keep the world's focus on the 
heinous abuses and jailings of journalists abroad in countries like Egypt, Iran and China than to 
acknowledge anything askance or egregious happening within our own borders.  

I also must add that if Trump and his supporters are such a threat to freedom of speech in the United 
States than why is it only the right-leaning journalists' and bloggers' Twitter accounts that are getting 
deleted? Why was there a discussion about only Trump's facebook page getting deleted and not 
Hillary's? Which of the two candidates, after all, was under FBI investigation for possible illegal 
conduct for much of the presidential campaign cycle? (Hint: It wasn't Trump).

Facebook shouldn't check facts, New York Times, International Edition, November 29th, 2016, pg. 16
Op-Ed by Jessica Lessin, founder and Chief Executive of The Information

“We finally got a grudging mea culpa from Mark Zuckerberg: an admission that fake news is a 
significant problem that his social network must help solve. 

But as a journalist who has been covering the inner workings of the technology industry for more than 
a decade, I find the calls for Facebook to accept broad responsibility for fact-checking the news, 
including by hiring editors and reporters, deeply unsettling.... hiring editors to enforce accuracy – or 
even promising to enforce accuracy by partnering with third parties – would create the perception that 
Facebook is policing the 'truth,' and that is worrisome.

...One thing is clear to anyone who has worked in a newsroom: not all fact checking decisions are black
and white. Did the pope endorse Mr. Trump? He did not. But did the F.B.I. reopen the Hillary Clinton 
email investigation? Well, that's a little tougher. Although major news outlets like CNN said that it had, 
the agency didn't reopen the inquiry, which would have been a far more significant move than what it 
did do (which was to take a look at newly discovered emails to see if it should reconsider its decision to
close the case).  



Erroneous reporting by established organizations is a bigger threat than fabricated 
stories, and far more rampant.

...I'm not comfortable trusting the truth to one gatekeeper that has a mission and a fiduciary duty to 
increase advertising revenue, especially when revenue is tied more to engagement than information....

The second reason I am fearful of Facebook as fact checker is what it will do to journalism. If you don't
believe that Facebook's policies could sway the news industry, you haven't been paying attention over 
the past five years. Publications have been suckered into tweaking their content and their business 
models to try to live off the traffic Facebook sends them. They've favored Facebook clicks over their 
core readers, and are no closer to addressing plummeting print revenues.  

What would happen if the distribution of their articles on Facebook was tied to submitting data about 
their sources or conforming to some site-endorsed standards about what constitutes a trustworthy news 
source? 

...I simply don't trust Facebook, or any one company, with the responsibility for determining what is 
true.”

Liberal definition of Freedom of Speech
“Liberals Love Free Speech: So Long As You Agree With Them.” 

“The heretics of today are the heros of tomorrow. “ - E. Y. Harburg, the lyricist of Somewhere Over The
Rainbow, song from The Wizard of Oz

AUTHOR: 
When mainstream media is misreporting facts and miscalculating outcomes to presage their wished-for 
results, what distinguishes it from “fake” news?

US Media to Get Even After Clinton's Loss Amid Crackdown on 'Fake News' Sites, Sputnik News,
published 11/23/2016 
Source: https://sputniknews.com/world/201611231047736563-us-corporate-media-fake-news/

The IT billionaires in Silicon Valley and elsewhere and the corporate mainstream media are reacting to 
Hillary Clinton’s defeat in the US election by seeking to shut down genuine free speech, Wall Street 
analyst and Trends Research Institute head Gerald Celente told Sputnik.

https://sputniknews.com/world/201611231047736563-us-corporate-media-fake-news/


WASHINGTON (Sputnik) — According to Celente, media are "taking cheap shots at getting even by 
claiming it was fake news and not that people were disgusted with the Clintons."
Merrimack College Assistant Professor Melissa Zimdars, a self-proclaimed feminist activist, recently 
created a list of the allegedly fake news sites. The corporate media extensively covered the list, which 
reportedly serves as the starting point in creting (sic) a nerative (sic) suitable to censor alternative and 
independent media in the United States, including the Daily Wire, Zero Hedge, Breitbart, WND, Red 
State and Infowars.

Celente recalled that Google had already been accused of repeatedly manipulating search results to 
favor Hillary Clinton earlier this year. Now Mark Zuckerberg and other Silicon Valley IT billionaires
who had enthusiastically backed Clinton are refusing to accept that they had lost fair and square in the 
established US political process.

"The Zuckerbergs, and the rest of the Silicon Valley billionaires— they lost and payback is tough to 
take," Celente stated. In their accusations that the independent and alternative media were peddling 
fake news, the huge US corporate media juggernauts were falsely accusing actual journalists of crimes 
that they themselves have continued to commit on a massive scale, Celente pointed out. 

"Fake news? The mainstream media are pros at it. Not a week goes by without a propaganda piece 
about Syria, Russia, Iran or any of the governments Washington cannot control," Celente observed. The
track record of the New York Times and other major US media outlets in putting out fake news 
unquestioningly on behalf of the US governments of the day went back more than half a century, 
Celente recalled. 

"Fake news? What fake news are they talking about: Saddam Hussein has weapons of mass destruction 
and ties to al-Qaeda? No, I think maybe the Gulf of Tonkin incident that never happened. How about 
the propaganda surrounding the shooting down of MH-17?," he noted. 

The alleged attack on a US warship in the Gulf of Tonkin in1964 was later proved never to have 
happened, but reports of it were used to push the US Congress into giving President Lyndon Johnson 
authorization to respond with what became the Vietnam War. "How about the allegation that US 
president-elect Donald Trump is [Russian President Vladimir] Putin's puppet and the Russians hacked 
into Podesta's email?" Celente asked. 

© SPUTNIK/ EVGENY BIYATOV Authors of Report on RT & Sputnik 'Propaganda' Refuse to Talk to 
'Propagandists' John Podesta was the head of Hillary Clinton’s unsuccessful election campaign whose 
hacked emails released by WikiLeaks revealed instances of corruption and questionable and unethical 
behavior on the part of the Clinton team. Under a barrage of criticism for losing what their supporters 
had assumed was a certain victory, the establishment Democrats have responded since the election by 
criticizing a multitude of allegedly "fake news" sites which they blame for the election defeat. 
Outgoing US President Barack Obama jumped on the fake news bandwagon during his visits to 
Germany and Peru, and claimed that fake news harmed democracy.



COMMENT on above article
Pj Alexander

Tacoma, Washington

When Clinton pursues her final push for the throne by alleging foreign intervention and election fraud 
in three key states that will give her the electorate college win, she will need to have discredited the 
news sources that will cry foul, so you can bet part of her coup strategy will be to position powerful 
surrogates as a voice against naysayers.
She has planned a mighty battle with multiple strategic moving parts and we are now seeing it unfold, 
for it must be fully performed before Trump is sworn into office.
The trolls will be out in over abundance to support election fraud claims, knock Trump and spread 
revolt, but they will appear educated, kind and thoughtful this go around.
The media has payed their part in positioning her in fresh faced innocense as the coup builds 
momentum, Google, Tribune publishing and MSM et al will do it's part by keeping the vetted stories 
that push her to crooked success high in the news feeds,
Trump was only a Clinton plant after all, wasn't he, and the seismic misteps that have recently sent 
cracks through the foundation of his base have prepared them to crumble at the coming shock and awe.
Said it before and I'll say it again: This plot is highly predictable.

Nov 22, 2016 11:16pm Edited

 

AUTHOR: Here is a commentary from the editor of the Palm Beach Group, a financial newsletter that 
is subscription based. He calls into question here the mainstream media's self-appointed role as filter of 
what is and isn't newsworthy. He also puts this notion of “fake news” in historical perspective, pointing
out that this trend isn't anything new. 

Fake News? It's All Fake   by Bill Bonner,  the Palm Beach Group Newsletter, December 23, 2016
Source: http://palmbeachgroup.com/content/palm-beach-daily/fake-news-its-all-fake/32959/

In January of this year, the Empire Herald reported that a “meth-addled couple” had eaten a homeless 
man in New York City’s Central Park.

Later, Now8News reported that a can of cookie dough had “exploded in a woman’s vagina”; the woman
was alleged to be shoplifting.

This week’s big news: Russia’s ambassador to Turkey was shot and killed. The assailant looked a lot 
like a 21st-century version of Gavrilo Princip, who lit the fuse for World War I by assassinating 
Archduke Franz Ferdinand, heir to the Austro-Hungarian throne, in Bosnia.

By the time it was over, 16 million people were dead…

Barbarous Huns
We are writing a series on things that people think they know but ain’t so… popular ideas that are 
wrong, dumb, or misconstrued… which is practically all of them.

http://palmbeachgroup.com/content/palm-beach-daily/fake-news-its-all-fake/32959/
https://www.facebook.com/plugins/feedback.php?api_key=799135720145118&channel_url=https%3A%2F%2Fstaticxx.facebook.com%2Fconnect%2Fxd_arbiter%2Fr%2F_IDqWBiKXtV.js%3Fversion%3D42%23cb%3Df157b5bee9be684%26domain%3Dsputniknews.com%26origin%3Dhttps%253A%252F%252Fsputniknews.com%252Ff2652b1a4f8cd2%26relation%3Dparent.parent&colorscheme=light&href=https%3A%2F%2Fsputniknews.com%2Fworld%2F201611231047736563-us-corporate-media-fake-news%2F&locale=en_US&numposts=2&sdk=joey&skin=light&version=v2.8&width=100%25#
https://sputniknews.com/world/201611231047736563-us-corporate-media-fake-news/?fb_comment_id=1198093806939194_1198174366931138
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Tacoma-Washington/108707615821090
https://www.facebook.com/pj.alexander.332


In the press lately, for example, is the idea of “fake news.”

Supposedly, there is true news, filtered, approved, and administered by the elite media establishment. 
And there is fake news, such as the deliberately faked stories about cookie dough and meth-addled 
couples at the beginning of this Diary. And there is also news provided by Russian manipulators who 
supposedly cost Hillary Clinton the White House.

Separating fake from authentic is what we try to do here at the Diary. But we are overwhelmed.
Half the news is fake, including many of the biggest stories you get from the major media outlets… and
reports of fake news! The other half is just mistaken and/or misleading.

In the run-up to America’s entry into World War I, for example, the English cut the cable that gave the 
U.S. direct access to news from Germany. Henceforth, most of the “news” read by Americans about the
war came via England, where it was heavily redacted.

The English spun tall tales of German perfidy and German atrocities—including nuns who had been 
mass raped and children whose arms had been cruelly cut off by the barbarous Huns. None of it was 
true.

But it did its work; in 1917, gullible Americans rushed troops to join the war… on the side of the 
English.

Different Shelves
News is rarely what it pretends to be. It is not a bloodless recitation of indisputable facts, like a list of 
the temperatures recorded at the North Pole.

Instead, every bit of it is informed and persuaded by a web of ideas, myths, and misconceptions. 
Otherwise, the news would be meaningless.

Every day, millions… no, billions and zillions… of things happen.

The Roman poet Lucretius, way ahead of his time, described life as particles in random collision… Mr. 
Jones says something to Mr. Smith… a cold breeze blows across the public parks of Duluth… a bird 
flies into a window pane in Georgia.

If you really wanted to report what happened, you’d have an infinite amount of material.

Obviously, you couldn’t do that. Even if you knew what had happened. So, you apply some artificial 
standards… some “categorical imperatives,” as Kant called them. You try to make sense of the world 
and its goings on by labeling things and putting them on shelves.

It is one thing for a man on the streets of Lagos, Nigeria, to kill another man in the heat of passion. It is 
quite another for a man in Ankara to gun down the Russian ambassador.

Both involve passions. Both involve men. Both stories end with a corpse. But the former is not 
newsworthy. Different shelf.

The media decides. It tells us that whatever Mr. Jones said to Mr. Smith, it is not worth reporting. It 
leaves the cold breeze story to The Weather Channel. As for the poor little bird, who gives a damn?

Purveyors of Puffery

Your editor has been the subject of news stories from time to time (referring to himself, Bill Bonner). 
Unless the article was pure puffery, intended merely to flatter or entertain, the reporters missed the 
point or misconstrued the facts in such a way that the reader knew less after he had read the article than
before.



In one sad instance, an ex-employee committed suicide, distraught over a personal problem. It 
happened at a time when one of our groups was being investigated by the SEC. (The case ended up as a
legal fascination… complicated, but inconsequential… and later largely repudiated by the courts…)

The ex-employee was in no way associated with the alleged wrongdoing. And the infraction had 
nothing to do with the SEC’s usual beat—front-running or market manipulation. But the reporter 
couldn’t resist: “Suicide at Troubled Baltimore Publisher,” read the headline.

The reader was left to conclude that the poor fellow offed himself because he was implicated in a 
trading scam that had never happened or even been alleged.

In another article in the 1980s, your editor was named as part of a “vast, right-wing conspiracy.” He 
had been the director of the National Taxpayers Union, earnestly trying to fight waste in government.

Later, he had hired a private investigator to look into the curious death of Hillary Clinton’s law partner, 
Vince Foster. And now he was criticizing the Clinton administration! The reporter linked us together 
with other Clinton critics and provided a common cause that never existed.

And now, The Washington Post, owned by Amazon.com founder Jeff Bezos, has accused a number of 
websites and opinion blogs of purveying fake news, some of it fed to them by Russian agents!
Yes, Naked Capitalism, Truthdig, Contra Corner, CounterPunch—websites run by formerWall Street 
Journaleditors, former congressmen, former Reagan-era officials… left, right, libertarian—and dozens 
of others were named.

Several of them republish our comments.

We’re proud to be among them…

Reeves’ Note: When Bill (Bonner) started his research firm in 1978, he made it a mission to counter 
“fake news” before the term was even coined… Since then, Bill and his team have exposed and 
predicted the world’s most disruptive events. Today, Bill’s firm is the largest underground research 
network on the planet.

AUTHOR: So if the lengthily considered consensus is that fake news is coming at us in all forms and 
via all mediums, whether that be mainstream media, social media networks and/or viral emails, then 
what can we, as citizens and news consumers, do to fortify ourselves against this barrage? Below are 
excerpts from a commentary followed by a recently-concluded study evaluating not only the 
pervasiveness of false or misleading news, but its effectiveness in getting its messages across. Some 
suggestions are offered as to how we, meaning the average, everyday consumer of news, can learn to 
better sift through the mountain of what amounts to trash talk that we are inundated with daily. 

Evaluating Information : The Connerstone of Civic Online Reasoning, by the Stanford History 
Education Group, published November 22, 2016 
https://sheg.stanford.edu/upload/V3LessonPlans/Executive%20Summary%2011.21.16.pdf

For every challenge facing this nation, there are scores of websites pretending to be something they are 
not. Ordinary people once relied on publishers, editors, and subject matter experts to vet the 
information they consumed. But on the unregulated Internet, all bets are off. 

https://sheg.stanford.edu/upload/V3LessonPlans/Executive%20Summary%2011.21.16.pdf


Michael Lynch, a philosopher who studies technological change, observed that the Internet is “both the 
world’s best factchecker and the world’s best bias confirmer often at the same time.”  Never have we 
had so much information at our fingertips. Whether this bounty will make us smarter and better 
informed or more ignorant and narrow-minded will depend on our awareness of this problem and our 
educational response to it. At present, we worry that democracy is threatened by the ease at which 
disinformation about civic issues is allowed to spread and flourish. 

Researchers “shocked” to find students' inability to differentiate between fake and credible news,
NPR  
Source: http://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2016/11/23/503129818/study-finds-students-have-
dismaying-inability-to-tell-fake-news-from-real

“If the children are the future, the future might be very ill-informed. That's one implication of a new 
study from Stanford researchers that evaluated students' ability to assess  information sources”
…
The researchers at Stanford's Graduate School of Education have spent more than a year evaluating 
how well students across the country can evaluate online sources of information.

Middle school, high school and college students in 12 states were asked to evaluate the information 
presented in tweets, comments and articles. More than 7,800 student responses were collected.
In exercise after exercise, the researchers were "shocked" — their word, not ours — by how many 
students failed to effectively evaluate the credibility of that information.

More than 80 percent of middle schoolers believed that 'sponsored content' was a real news story.

"Many assume that because young people are fluent in social media they are equally savvy about what 
they find there," the researchers wrote. "Our work shows the opposite." 

The students displayed a "stunning and dismaying consistency" in their responses, the researchers 
wrote, getting duped again and again. They weren't looking for high-level analysis of data but just a 
"reasonable bar" of, for instance, telling fake accounts from real ones, activist groups from neutral 
sources and ads from articles. 

Most middle school students can't tell native ads from articles.

The researchers showed hundreds of middle schoolers a Slate home page that included a traditional ad 
and a "native ad" — a paid story branded as "sponsored content" — as well as Slate articles.
Most students could identify the traditional ad, but more than 80 percent of them believed that the 
"sponsored content" article was a real news story.
"Some students even mentioned that it was sponsored content but still believed that it was a news 
article," the researchers wrote, suggesting the students don't know what "sponsored content" means.

https://sheg.stanford.edu/upload/V3LessonPlans/Executive%20Summary%2011.21.16.pdf
https://sheg.stanford.edu/upload/V3LessonPlans/Executive%20Summary%2011.21.16.pdf
http://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2016/11/23/503129818/study-finds-students-have-dismaying-inability-to-tell-fake-news-from-real
http://www.npr.org/sections/thetwo-way/2016/11/23/503129818/study-finds-students-have-dismaying-inability-to-tell-fake-news-from-real


They didn't ask where it came from. They didn't verify it. They simply accepted 
the picture as fact. 

Sam Wineburg, lead author of the study 

Many high school students couldn't tell a real and fake news source apart on Facebook. 

One assessment presented two posts announcing Donald Trump's candidacy for president — one from 
the actual Fox News account, with a blue check mark indicating it was verified, and one from an 
account that looked like Fox News.
"Only a quarter of the students recognized and explained the significance of the blue checkmark, a 
Stanford press release noted. "And over 30 percent of students argued that the fake account was more 
trustworthy."

Most Stanford students couldn't identify the difference between a mainstream and fringe source. 

Less than a third of students thought MoveOn.org has a political agenda that might justify skepticism 
about its data on gun owners. 

The American College of Pediatricians (ACPeds) split from AAP in 2002, over objections to parenting 
by same-sex couples. ACPeds claims homosexuality is linked to pedophilia. It's classified as a hate 
group by the Southern Poverty Law Center, which estimates that ACPeds has about 200 members.
In an article in Education Week, Wineburg and his colleague Sarah McGrew explain that they directed 
Stanford undergrads to articles on both organizations' sites. The students spent up to 10 minutes 
evaluating them, and were free to click links or Google anything they liked.
"More than half concluded that the article from the American College of Pediatricians ... was 'more 
reliable,' " the researchers wrote. "Even students who preferred the entry from the American Academy 
of Pediatrics never uncovered the differences between the two groups."

"The kinds of duties that used to be the responsibility of editors, of librarians now fall on the 
shoulders of anyone who uses a screen to become informed about the world," Wineburg told 
NPR. "And so the response is not to take away these rights from ordinary citizens but to teach 
them how to thoughtfully engage in information seeking and evaluating in a cacophonous 
democracy."   Wineburg & McGrew in Education Week 

Evaluating Information: The Cornerstone of Civic Online Reasoning November 22, 2016 
Study from January 2015 to June 2016  
Source: entire study that NPR article is based on can be found here  
https://sheg.stanford.edu/upload/V3LessonPlans/Executive%20Summary%2011.21.16.pdf

http://www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2016/11/02/why-students-cant-google-their-way-to.html
https://ed.stanford.edu/news/stanford-researchers-find-students-have-trouble-judging-credibility-information-online
https://ed.stanford.edu/news/stanford-researchers-find-students-have-trouble-judging-credibility-information-online


Case In Point  - Real or Fake?

Queen Bee Michelle's 22 Staffers
http://www.snopes.com/politics/obama/firstlady.asp

Snopes tags this article as “FALSE” but then goes on to say in the body of their analysis: 

So far as the original White House report was accurate, it was fair to say that First Lady Michelle
Obama had about  22 staffers working for her, directly or indirectly, at the time (Katie McCormick
Lelyveld, Michelle Obama’s press secretary, set the figure at 24). 

ORIGIN:On 1 July 2009, the White House released their Annual Report to Congress on White House
Office Staff, a report listing the names, position titles, and salaries of White House employees. Several
days later, columnist Lynn Sweet of the Chicago Sun-Times put together a blog post in which she used
the White House report to identify 22 staffers working in the Office of First Lady. (Sixteen of the listed
names were staffers who had the words "First Lady" in their position titles, five were staffers with the
words "Social Office" or "Social Secretary" in their titles, and one was listed as a "Staff Assistant.")
Lynn Sweet's list was posted to the Last Crusade web site (and the Canada Free Press web site) with the
introductory paragraphs (reproduced above) claiming that First Lady Michelle Obama had hired "an
unprecedented  number  of  staffers  to  cater  to  her  every whim,"  and  variants  of  that  version  have
circulated via e-mail with the subject line "First Lady Requires More Than Twenty Attendants." 

From Truth Uncensored 
Source:  http://truthuncensored.net/michelle-obama-has-26-tax-payer-funded-assistants-that-make-how-
much/

Never in the history of the White House has a First Lady spent so much on so many personal assistants,
all paid from taxpayer dollars. Hilary Clinton had three (3)!

Michelle has 26, from makeup artist Ingrid Miles and hairstylist Johnny Wright to her “chief of staff” 
Susan Sher whose salary is $172,200.00! The First Lady does not get paid to serve and she doesn’t 
perform any official duties so why so many assistants – to do what exactly? Sort of makes one think the
White House has been mistaken for the Versailles Court of Marie (let ’em eat cake) Antoinette, doesn’t 
it? 

This adds up to a whopping $1,600,700.00 and the amount doesn't include the elite benefit packages 
granted to the White House staff and their significant others (include same-sex partners). Nor does the 
figure take into account the salaries for the two additional full-time staff members mentioned by Mrs. 
Obama's Press Secretary nor the full time hair-dresser and makeup artist assigned to her. A guesstimate 
of the total salaries for Mrs. Obamas attendants is $1,750,00.00 plus the additional benefits. 

From Pulitzer prize winning Politifact
Source:  http://www.politifact.com/truth-o-meter/statements/2011/mar/04/glenn-beck/glenn-beck-says-
first-lady-michelle-obama-has-43-h/

"Edith Roosevelt hired the first social secretary, Isabelle Hagner," Cordery told us via e-mail. "Ever
since 1901, first ladies have had assistance carrying out their duties--duties which are not defined in

http://truthuncensored.net/michelle-obama-has-26-tax-payer-funded-assistants-that-make-how-much/
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http://www.snopes.com/politics/obama/firstlady.asp


any job description nor laid out in any part  of the Constitution.  The first  lady's  correspondence is
massive and her obligations as the 'hostess' of the White House have not decreased over time. Once
first ladies took on causes (there were some before Eleanor Roosevelt, but she fundamentally changed
Americans' expectations of the first lady) then their need for help increased. Modern first ladies like
Lady Bird Johnson, Rosalyn Carter, Betty Ford, Barbara Bush, Hillary Clinton, Laura Bush and Nancy
Reagan, have all used many more staff people than three." 

…  So to summarize, Michelle Obama has a staff of 25, not 43 as Beck claimed. 

From Truth or Fiction (They call this e-news “Fiction” but then clarify the true points as follows)
updated 1/8/16
Source: https://www.truthorfiction.com/queen-bee-michelle-obama-largest-first-lady-staff-fiction/

This  email  has  been circulating  since  2009.  Back then,  the White  House released a  29-page long
ANNUAL REPORT TO CONGRESS ON WHITE HOUSE OFFICE STAFF. 
From the report,which can be viewed here:                                                                                                 
Source: https://www.whitehouse.gov/assets/documents/July1Report-Draft12.pdf 

TruthorFiction.com confirmed a number of staff members and job titles as they appeared in the report,
and their annual salaries, as of July 2009. Many of these staffers and job titles undoubtedly changed
in the years that followed. Also, another important factor is that the job titles don’t indicate if a staffer
works directly under the president or the first lady, and the forward email assumes (falsely) that all of
them are personal attendants to Michelle Obama 

Basis for claim the “eRumor” is False:
The museum page, which can be viewed here, says former first lady Hillary Clinton had a staff of 20,
in addition to 15 interns and volunteers, which also contradicts claims made in the email about staff
size.  

Forwarded Email Below: (1st circulated July 2009)

WOW! SHE IS WHAT I CALL "HIGH MAINTENANCE!"

Mary Lincoln was taken to task for purchasing China for the White House during the Civil War.
And Mamie Eisenhower had to shell out the salary for her personal secretary from her husband’s salary.
Total Personal Staff members for other first ladies paid by you the taxpayers:
Mamie Eisenhower: 1 — paid for personally out of President's salary.
Jackie Kennedy: 1
Rosaline Carter: 1
Barbara Bush: 1
Hilary Clinton: 3
Laura Bush: 1 
Michele Obama: 22

http://www.whitehousemuseum.org/east-wing/first-ladys-office.htm
https://www.truthorfiction.com/queen-bee-michelle-obama-largest-first-lady-staff-fiction/


First Lady Requires  More Than Twenty Attendants  – Recession, Depression, What,  Michelle

Worry? July 7 2009

"In my own life, in my own small way, I have tried to give back to this country that has given me so 
much," she said. "See, that's why I left a job at a big law firm for a career in public service," Michelle 
Obama.  
(*editor's note:  Why did Michelle Obama give up her license to practice law in 1993?Records at the 
Attorney Registration and Disciplinary Commission of the Supreme Court of Illinois list her status as 
“voluntarily inactive and not authorized to practice law.” It further states that Michelle's license is “on 
court ordered inactive status.” see scan of court document here http://www.wnd.com/2009/08/105998/ )

No, Michele Obama does not get paid to serve as the First Lady and she doesn't perform any official 
duties. But this hasn't deterred her from hiring an unprecedented number of staffers to cater to her every
whim and to satisfy her every request in the midst of the Great Recession. Just think Mary Lincoln was 
taken to task for purchasing china for the White House during the Civil War. And Mamie Eisenhower 
had to shell out the salary for her personal secretary.

How things have changed! If you're one of the tens of millions of Americans facing certain destitution, 
earning less than subsistence wages stocking the shelves at Wal-Mart or serving up McDonald 
cheeseburgers, prepare to scream and then come to realize that the benefit package for these servants of
Miz Michelle are the same as members of the national security and defense departments and the bill for
these assorted lackeys is paid by John Q. Public:

1. $172,200 - Sher, Susan (Chief Of Staff)

2. $140,000 - Frye, Jocelyn C. (Deputy Assistant to the President and Director of Policy And Projects

For The First Lady)

3. $113,000 - Rogers, Desiree G. (Special Assistant to the President and White House Social Secretary)

4. $102,000 - Johnston, Camille Y. (Special Assistant to the President and Director of Communications

for the First Lady)

5. Winter, Melissa E. (Special Assistant to the President and Deputy Chief Of Staff to the First Lady)

6. $90,000 - Medina, David S. (Deputy Chief Of Staff to the First Lady)

7. $84,000 - Lelyveld, Catherine M. (Director and Press Secretary to the First Lady)

8. $75,000 - Starkey, Frances M. (Director of Scheduling and Advance for the First Lady)

9. $70,000 - Sanders, Trooper (Deputy Director of Policy and Projects for the First Lady)



10. $65,000 - Burnough, Erinn J. (Deputy Director and Deputy Social Secretary)

11. $65,000 - Reinstein, Joseph B. (Deputy Director and Deputy Social Secretary)

12. $62,000 - Goodman, Jennifer R. (Deputy Director of Scheduling and Events Coordinator For The

First Lady)

13. $60,000 - Fitts, Alan O. (Deputy Director of Advance and Trip Director for the First Lady)

14. Lewis, Dana M. (Special Assistant and Personal Aide to the First Lady)

15. $52,500 -  Mustaphi,  Semonti  M. (Associate Director and Deputy Press Secretary To The First

Lady)

16. $50,000 - Jarvis, Kristen E. (Special Assistant for Scheduling and Traveling Aide To The First

Lady)

17. $45,000 - Lechtenberg, Tyler A. (Associate Director of Correspondence For The First Lady)

18. $45,000 - Tubman, Samantha (Deputy Associate Director, Social Office)

19. $40,000 - Boswell, Joseph J. (Executive Assistant to the Chief Of Staff to the First Lady)

20. $36,000 - Armbruster, Sally M. (Staff Assistant to the Social Secretary)

21. $36,000 - Bookey, Natalie (Staff Assistant)

22. $36,000 - Jackson, Deilia A. (Deputy Associate Director of Correspondence for the First Lady)

There has never been anyone in the White House at any time that has created such an army of staffers 
whose sole duties are the facilitation of the First Lady's social life. One wonders why she needs so 
much help, at taxpayer expense, when even Hillary, only had three; Jackie Kennedy one; Laura Bush 
one; and prior to Mamie Eisenhower social help came from the President's own pocket.

Facebook, Google to take fake news seriously, by Jon Swartz, Jessica Guynn and Elizabeth Weise, 
USA Today International Edition,  November 17, 2016 page 7A

San Francisco  Facebook and Google are getting real about fake news sites. Following an avalanche of 
criticism about how each company inadvertently highlights fabricated headlines and content, the 
companies say they are pulling ads on such sites. 



The actions are intended to stifle the lifeblood of click-bait sites that flourished during the campaign 
-advertisements. … 'With 1.8 billion members (Facebook) can't hide from the influence it has,' said 
Drew Margolin, professor of Communication at Cornell University. 

AUTHOR:  The only thing to do now is 'wait-and-see' how this growing trend of fake news, coupled 
with consumers' lessening ability of discernment, continues to unfold. But I admit, I tend to agree with 
the point made above that companies (i.e. Facebook, et al.) whose fiduciary duty is to earn dividends 
for its investors will find a stealth way to circumvent any draconian editorial dictates that cut down on 
its ability to monetize content – any content. 



Chapter 10 

Going Forward -  In A Democracy With A Broken Fourth Estate, 
What Role Does Media Take?

Without an unfettered press, without liberty of speech, all the outward forms and structures of 
free institutions are a sham, a pretense—the sheerest mockery. If the press is not free; if speech 
is not independent and untrammeled; if the mind is shackled or made impotent through fear, it 
makes no difference under what form of government you live you are a subject and not a 
citizen. Republics are not in and of themselves better than other forms of government except in 
so far as they carry with them and guarantee to the citizen that liberty of thought and action for 
which they were established.

•William E. Borah, remarks in the Senate (April 19, 1917), Congressional Record, vol. 55, p. 
837.

Source: https://en.wikiquote.org/wiki/Freedom_of_speech

“Donald Trump’s unlikely victory has sounded the death knell for the influence and authority of what 
he and his supporters scathingly call the “mainstream media” - Ed Pilkington, The Guardian

Source: https://www.theguardian.com/media/2016/nov/22/election-2016-donald-trump-media-
coverage?

Nando Vila, vice-president of programming and correspondent, Fusion: People’s trust in the media
and journalists it is at an all-time low, and that should terrify us. I think when you go around the 
country and you talk to people about this stuff you just realize that what we’re providing for them is not
what they are asking for or need. We’re just very, very separated from them and that’s a problem. 

Adam Moss, New York magazine: One of the things we learned from all this is that the media as it 
used to be thought of is just not that important any more. It didn’t matter that some people were doing 
good work because most places – the New York Times, us, the Washington Post, Bill Maher, God knows
– we’re just talking to ourselves and we’re talking to people who already agree with us. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Borah
https://www.theguardian.com/media/2016/nov/22/election-2016-donald-trump-media-coverage
https://www.theguardian.com/media/2016/nov/22/election-2016-donald-trump-media-coverage


Weisberg, the Slate Group: I think that journalists’ fundamental responsibility is to tell the truth and 
describe reality, and journalists are now going to have to do it under this tremendous pressure of 
normalization: to treat Trump like a normal Republican within the range of our political experience, to 
take his ideas seriously, to not constantly bring up the outrageous things he’s said and done.

Source: https://www.theguardian.com/media/2016/nov/22/election-2016-donald-trump-media-
coverage?

“From a bonanza of free air time to an overt media campaign against him, Donald Trump 
was a candidate covered like no other.”   - Ed Pilkington

AUTHOR: The media's coverage of our 2016 presidential election created an atmosphere where both 
sides took unceasing potshots at one another, true. But it also opened us up – meaning the United States
– to worldwide international criticism, especially on the state of our media establishment, but also even 
on the state of our political processes. Of course, the irony (below) of a state-run media outlet 
commenting on the US media establishment's enfeebling of our democratic process is a milestone in 
our country's history. 

It also pulls into focus the point made in the previous chapter that the claim of non-partisan, objective 
reporting that our Western media makes allows for a more insidious rooting of (self-)censorship than 
perhaps any state-owned media could ever aspire to. The old tale of the frog placed in warm water that 
is slowly brought to a boil, comes to mind. The frog in that situation will stay in the water until its life 
is boiled out of it. Whereas, when a frog is dropped into boiling water, it will jump out, or at least die 
trying. 

China's media casts U.S. As dysfunctional  by Chris Buckley, NY Times International Edition, 
December 16, 2016

...”China's ruling elite seems to be consoling itself with the idea that the American president-elect will 
take charge of a country staggering into decline and disunion. A flow of articles in Communist Party 
publications in recent weeks has argued that the United States' tumultuous past year showed it to be 
dysfunctional and dissolute, and blighted by... an enfeebled news media.

...”'Mainstream Chinese views of the United States have shifted from admiration to doubt, especially 
after the financial crisis, and now increasingly to rejection of its values,' Shi Yinhong, the director of 
the Center for American Studies at Renmin University in Beijing, said in an interview.

...”' Trump's victory, like 'Brexit,' is seen as an opportunity for the official media to teach the public 
they have no reason to envy the West.' ….the series excoriated the American news media, including 
The New York Times, for failing to anticipate and explain Mr. Trump's rise, especially among blue-
collar voters. 

'It's difficult for such a media to reflect the realities of America,' read one commentary in that issue 

https://www.theguardian.com/media/2016/nov/22/election-2016-donald-trump-media-coverage
https://www.theguardian.com/media/2016/nov/22/election-2016-donald-trump-media-coverage


(referring to the People's Daily, the chief newspaper of the Communist Party). 'How much it can 
contribute to the development of American democracy is also doubtful.'

...There is some irony in all this – not least, in a heavily censored party-run paper that faithfully echoes 
official views scolding the American news media for failing to take on the powerful.”

Donald Trump's win means the biased media needs to change, by Michael Goodwin, NY Post, 
November 13, 2016
source:  http://nypost.com/2016/11/13/donald-trumps-win-means-the-biased-media-needs-to-change/

The election was in part a referendum on the media, and Trump’s victory is their earthquake. The 
remarkable admission by the New York Times that it failed to appreciate Trump’s appeal is just the start 
of an overdue shake-out.

As such, it gives the president-elect a perfect opening to fundamentally change White House press 
relations. A fresh approach would be good for Trump and great for America.

The goal should not be revenge, though Trump can’t be blamed for wanting it. Rather, the goal should 
be to have continuing conversations with Americans so he can understand their concerns and get their 
reactions to his ideas — without the biased filter of elite news outlets.

Now that everyday Americans have taken back the country, it’s time for the old guard media to take a 
back seat.

The Times, as the leader of the liberal wolf pack, launched an unprecedented attack to pick the 
president. By abandoning fairness, the paper lost its credibility and is hemorrhaging readers and money.
Others are likely in the same fix, and broadcast networks were on the wrong side of history.

Trump should seize the chance to end their stranglehold on politics, culture and everything else. The 
best thing he can do is deny the establishment organizations their key advantage — a monopoly on 
access to power.

He must shock them out of their entitlement, which has bred contempt for the presidency, the public 
and honest journalism.

For generations, Democratic and Republican presidents kow-towed to the Times, the AP, CBS and a few
others. Any president wanting to make something public had an aide call one of them and say the 
president plans to do this or that — it’s all yours.

Presto, there it was, front page or top of the evening news, the inside scoop on the president’s plans. 
Favored reporters and pundits were summoned for “background” briefings in the Oval Office.

Even the chance to ask the president a question at press conferences was doled out like candy as a 
reward, or withheld as punishment.



Obama played the game brilliantly because he knew liberals would transcribe his thinking, support him
and denounce dissidents. “60 Minutes” was his go-to show, with softball interviews by Steve Kroft 
expected and delivered.

It is a rotten system of big-boy favoritism, and Trump, who also agreed to a “60 Minutes” sit-down, 
should instead smash the mold. He can democratize the scoops by boosting the power of smaller 
organizations.

Most important, he should get closer to the public by taking advantage of the technology to further 
erode the power of gatekeepers... There are endless opportunities for a new way of connecting the 
government to its bosses — and the media would have to report on these events without controlling 
them.

Obama complained about the Washington bubble, but even when he left town, he didn’t leave the 
bubble. He gave speeches to adoring crowds, donors and compliant journalists. There was little 
listening to unfiltered public concerns.

Trump has a different constituency, and needs to fashion a new way to stay connected to the country. 
Above all, to keep his promise to be the people’s voice, he must first know what the people are 
thinking. …

Feeling the spirit of ’76 in 2016

With echoes of “Hamilton,” reader Denis Ian views Nov. 8, 2016:

“Two dozen decades ago, the British Empire bent a knee and grudgingly offered a sword of surrender 
to an army of Deplorables led by George Washington.

The embarrassment was so mighty, the commander of the defeated couldn’t bear to offer his own 
sword and delegated the display of humility to an underling, slighting the victor and bruising 
protocol.

The honors of war also called for a British band to play a song chosen by the victors. Legend has 
it that Washington requested ‘The World Turn’d Upside Down.’

Now the world is again turned upside down. And once more, the underdog outclassed the mighty 
and, with a legion of Deplorables, pointed to a new and brilliant future.

To bruise the words of Benjamin Franklin, who I am sure is in sweet shock, we have our republic 
back … IF we can keep it.

This time, we better pay more careful attention. We are ever lucky for this second chance.

We let others hijack our principles, kidnap our values, and hostage our free speech. We permitted 
a slender few to tell us who we were to be, rather than honor who we are. We let them guilt us 
into a nightmare from which we have been freed. 



AUTHOR: Revolutions, even when won, do not come easily to the victors, nor to the so-called 
vanquished. If we are willing to accept that our world has been 'turned upside down,' then it stands to 
reason that there will be winners and losers in this re-organization of the American status-quo. 

Whether or not the coming months and years play out as such, the fact that corporations are already 
responding to the smaller, non-mainstream media outlets by withholding advertising dollars in the 
wake of the Trump victory, attests to the power structure's willingness to impose a kind of false-market-
regulated censorship. As noted in the above chapter, in spite of Rush Limbaugh's huge listenership and 
reach into potential marketshare, his radio show was pulled from major markets and as an outlet for 
advertisers leading up to the 2016 presidential election. Hence it would appear that whether media 
outlets are outright owned by big corporations or not, nearly all must be wary of biting the hand that 
feeds them. Where we may potentially eventually see a market correction in this equation is when 
corporations recognize the fact that there are millions of consumers being ignored, and that these 
consumers no longer pay much, or any, attention to mainstream media. 

Advertisers pulling ads from Breitbart, by Shareen Pathak, Digiday,  November 22, 2016
http://digiday.com/brands/brands-pulling-ads-placed-breitbart/

“Brands and the agencies that work for them are caught in a tough place when it comes to ads on so-
called alt-right websites like Breitbart,...
Thanks mostly to programmatic advertising, plenty of brands advertise on Breitbart,...Now, a number 
of them — including Allstate, Modcloth, Nest, Earthlink and SoFi — are blacklisting the 
website, under pressure in social media and even blaming the digital ad system for appearing 
there in the first place. ...

The counter argument to this kind of pressure is the reality that Breitbart attracts a large and loyal 
audience. According to comScore, the site attracted 19.2 million visitors in October. And after the 
election, more brands and agencies are recognizing   the need to talk to the rest of the country.”

Ed Pilkingon, The Guardian, November 22, 2016
source:  Ed Pilkington  https://www.theguardian.com/media/2016/nov/22/election-2016-donald-trump-
media-coverage?

“What typically drives TV is great reporting by newspapers. Instead, Trump used his tweets as an 
alternative route to great journalism, and that turned out to have been a very big deal,” Smith told the 
Guardian.

The TV channels feasted on tweeted Trumpisms with an alacrity that many observers found
disturbing.  (*Author's Note: Smith here refers to Ben Smith, editor-in-chief of BuzzFeed)...

A more disturbing thought is that while many news outlets took great efforts to chronicle the plight 
of the white working classes in middle America, their dispatches didn’t register with millions of voters 
for the simple reason that those voters weren’t reading any of us. Amid the ongoing muscle of Drudge, 

Object 1
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the new transcendence of Breitbart, not to mention the proliferation of fake news sites, conservative 
Americans – and for that matter liberals – are increasingly able to receive information from within their
own alternative bubble where their opinions are reinforced without being challenged by the loathed 
MSM.

One of the more despairing expressions of this theory was given by New York magazine’s Adam Moss 
to CJR: “The media as it used to be thought of is just not that important any more. It doesn’t matter that
some people were doing good work because … we’re just talking to ourselves and people who already 
agree with us.”....

...“This is a moment of high danger for the press; we’re heading into a dark period for American 
democracy and American journalism,” says Jay Rosen of NYU. Jorge Ramos tells CJR: “I think we’ll 
remember this election as unique and very concerning for the future of the press because if this 
becomes the norm, we are in serious trouble.” …  There’s also the internal danger that the media will 
normalize his time in office under the cloak of traditional reverence for the presidency. 

Amid backlash, Twitter vows to crack down on hate speech, by Jessica Guynn, USA Today 
International Edition, November 7, 2016, Money 7A

“'While we have taken steps over the years to try to combat abuse and harassment, we haven't moved as
quickly as we would have liked or we haven't always done as much as we would have liked because we
have tried to make sure we are not making decisions that have unintended, negative consequences and 
ramifications,” - Del Harvey, Twitter's head of safety. 

...”Twitter is making changes to notifications, allowing users to mute words, phrases, emojis, even 
entire conversations, because, Harvey says, abuse 'is acutely felt in notifications.'  Eventually Twitter 
will expand the mute function to everywhere users see tweets.  Twitter already allows users to mute 
accounts they don't want to see tweets from. 

Ed Pilkingon, The Guardian, November 22, 2016
Source: https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/nov/22/journalists-media-election-2016-donald-
trump   Journalists' quotes cited from the Columbia Journalism Review's study referenced in article and
prior chapters of this book

So what will be the role of the “mainstream media” as it embarks, somewhat battered but still standing, 
into Trump’s America? Will it be to document the new administration with a detached and “objective” 
eye, as traditional newsroom canons dictate, or will it pursue that other burning function of the fourth 
estate, holding power to account?

“We will cover him fairly and aggressively, and we will not let his criticism of us sway us or keep us 
from doing what we have to do,” says Dean Baquet of the New York Times....

...Social media takes on an increasingly large role in the campaign, as Trump and Clinton use it to 
circumvent traditional media and journalists mine it for stories. Brutal harassment of journalists on 
social media becomes the new normal. 
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Craggs, Slate: Trump identified a weakness in the way online political media, or just online media in 
general, operates. He won the primary largely by sucking all the oxygen out of the room. In this 
crowded field his was the only name that people saw out there all the time. People didn’t get a chance 
to know who John Kasich was or what Chris Christie had to say. Trump can command the attention 
from a country’s entire political media by just being an idiot on Twitter at 3am. 

Martin, the New York Times: There’s no question that part of the Trump story is that institutions in 
this country do not have the authority and gatekeeping capacity that they used to have. I think 
everybody recognizes that. 

Goldberg, the National Review: One of the reasons [the mainstream media is] in so much trouble 
right now when it comes to Trump is that they have a huge “cry wolf” problem. It was Daniel Schorr, 
in 1964, who said Barry Goldwater’s trip to Europe after he had secured the nomination was really a 
clandestine trip to meet up with neo-Nazi elements. They have been doing this for a very long time. So 
when the press says that every Republican who’s nominated, including Mitt Romney of all people, is a 
monster, and then the Republican party nominates a monster, you guys don’t understand why half the 
country couldn’t give a rat’s ass. That’s on you guys to a considerable extent. 

Ramos, Univision and Fusion: I think our social role is to challenge those who are in power and on 
many occasions the press has failed in doing that. It took Hillary Clinton hundreds of days to have her 
first press conference, and that is not right, and Donald Trump chooses who covers his press 
conferences or not. This is completely unprecedented. I think we’ll remember this election as unique 
and very concerning for the future of the press because if [this] becomes the norm, we are in serious 
trouble. 

Mainstream Media's Reputation Currently Broken, by Kathleen Parker, Newsmax Media, 
November 20, 2016 
Source:  http://www.newsmax.com/KathleenParker/trump-journalism-political-
media/2016/11/20/id/759851/

Of all the losers in this season of discontent, the mainstream media top the list. I don't say this lightly 
and sincerely fear that loss of faith in journalism ultimately will cause more harm to the nation than any
outside enemy could hope to.

Only 18 percent of Americans trust national news and just 22 percent trust local news, according to the 
Pew Research Center. That said, three-fourths of Americans think news organizations keep political 
leaders in line, though about the same percentage think the news media are biased.

Not surprisingly, Republicans more than Democrats think this way. It hasn't helped that Republican 
politicos and conservative cable and radio outlets have convinced their constituents that the media are 
the enemy. It seems we've forgotten that the purpose of a newspaper, as Chicago Evening Post 
journalist and humorist Finley Peter Dunne put it in an 1893 column, is to comfort the afflicted and 
afflict the comfortable.

Could there be a better reason to give Donald J. Trump a rough ride?



Nevertheless, distrust of legitimate journalism is no joking matter. What happens to democracy when 
an uninformed, misinformed, or dis-informed populace tries to make sound decisions? The simple and 
terrible answer is, democracy fails.

We've reached this critical juncture thanks largely to the digital revolution.…

Also contributing to the growing distrust is the perceived blurring of news and opinion, which can be a 
legitimate beef. Advocacy journalism, in this opinion writer's view, belongs on the editorial and op-ed 
pages, though many news organizations subscribe to the notion that advancing a social cause or, 
perhaps, derailing an unfit candidate, justifies aggressive, Page 1 coverage. Objectivity be damned. …

...Fortunately, only 4 percent of Americans trust social media "a lot" as a news source, and 30 percent 
trust it "some," according to Pew. But sometimes it's hard to tell fake from true, or advocacy from 
propaganda, and therein lies perhaps the greatest challenge of our time.

What's clear is that news consumers must be extra vigilant in selecting news sources, while also being 
self-critical about those choices. The mainstream media need to work harder at presenting balanced 
reporting to rebuild trust. And education programs aimed at teaching students how to evaluate news, 
such as those created by The News Literacy Project, need greater public support and an accelerated 
timeline. 

By Jim Rutenberg, International NY Times, November 22, 2016
Zuckerberg and Facebook must defend truth

“Truth doesn't need arbiters. It needs defenders. And it needs them now more than ever, as the 
American democracy staggers into its next uncertain phase. 

With a mainstream news media that works hard to separate fact from fiction under economic and 
political threat, Facebook – which has contributed to that economic threat by gobbling up so much of 
the online advertising market – is going to have a special responsibility to do its part.

Just imagine what things will look like if the unsavory elements that tore through the 2016 election – 
false narratives, fake news and aggressive efforts to delegitimize traditional journalism – come back 
into play as Donald J. Trump presses to enact his agenda....

AUTHOR: Interesting how this New York Times Business page writer clarifies the “economic threat” in
his above commentary but fails to clarify the “political threat.” That this was written while the Obama 
administration was still in office and was winding up its 8 years of White House occupation, it would 
be enlightening if Rutenberg had clarified just what he meant by his statement “mainstream 
media...under political threat.”  Fill us in, won't you please? Meaning, in your own words. 



AUTHOR: Advertising $$ are now attempting to be used to determine which media can and cannot 
exist, which voices, ultimately will be heard and which voices will be silenced. 

Breitbart declares war on Kellogg's after brand pulls advertising  by Shareen Pathak November 30,
2016

Source:  http://digiday.com/brands/breitbart-calls-boycott-kelloggs-brand-pulls-advertising/

Ad tech firm AppNexus also has barred Breitbart News for hate speech.

Political pressure on brands has reached new highs in an unprecedentedly charged climate: New 
Balance was threatened with a boycott from liberal customers   for showing support for Trump’s stance 
on trade; Chobani’s CEO has come under fire by the far right for being an outspoken critic of Trump’s.
Breitbart, in the post urging its readers to boycott Kellogg’s, said that the brand offered no examples of 
how its readers don’t align with the brand’s values. It included a list of Kellogg’s brands in the post...

The site, which says it receives 45 million monthly readers (comScore estimates it attracted 19.2 
million readers in October), said that Kellogg’s decision to drop the site from its rotation of advertising 
represents an “escalation in the war by leftist companies … against conservative customers whose 
values propelled Donald Trump into the White House.”

The site is also posting news articles alongside the boycott post saying that Kellogg’s is complicit in 
child labor abuses, citing an Amnesty International report on companies that use palm oil made on 
plantations overseas. 

AUTHOR: Clearly, for a strong, independent media to exist and for it to have a foundation from which 
to act as the fourth estate, a new – successful – business model must be achieved. Below is perhaps a 
future model? The platform mentioned below, Patreon, is a sort of crowdfunding for media projects 
platform. 

The Rubin Report,  A talk show about big ideas and free speech. Hosted by Dave Rubin.  
http://www.rubinreport.com/about#crew
Hosted on the platform:  https://www.patreon.com/rubinreport

“Dave is passionate about reinventing the way current events are talked about. No paid pundits, no 
partisan hacks, no screaming lunatics. Just real people having real conversations about the hottest 
issues of the day. “

AUTHOR: The NYT has been quick to not  only spot but also capitalize on the financial opportunity in 
all of this.  This next excerpt was taking from a speech by Mark Thompson of the NYT first delivered at
the Detroit Economic Club in mid-December 2016. The British-born former BBC News producer Mark
Thompson became the president and Chief Executive Officer of the New York Times in 2012. 

https://www.patreon.com/rubinreport
http://www.rubinreport.com/about#crew
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/11/30/dumpkelloggs-kelloggs-declares-hate-45-million-americans-blacklisting-breitbart/
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2016/11/30/dumpkelloggs-kelloggs-declares-hate-45-million-americans-blacklisting-breitbart/
http://digiday.com/brands/caught-trump-maelstrom-new-balance-turns-damage-control/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-11-22/major-advertising-technology-company-bars-breitbart-news-for-hate-speech


In a world of fake news, real journalism must be paid for, by Mark Thompson, The Guardian Media
Opinion, December 16 2016

Source:  https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/dec/16/fake-news-
journalism-digital?CMP=share_btn_link

What about publishers? Well, we’re not perfect either. Professional news organisations like the New 
York Times, where I’m the president and chief executive officer, screw up from time to time and we 
have to learn from our mistakes.

But at least the user of the Times or the Guardian enjoys complete transparency when it comes to 
accountability. You can see who wrote the story and, if you think it’s inaccurate or biased, you know 
who the editor is, and the publisher. The ultimate provenance of content, and the algorithms that decide 
what we see and don’t see, lack this clarity.

What professional news organisations should stand for, now more than ever, is tough-minded, 
independent journalism edited and delivered without fear or favour. At the New York Times, we want 
every story we report, every column of opinion we publish, to be worth paying for.

And, to state the obvious, we believe in the opposite of fake news. We want people here and around the
world to have access every day to real news, to form their own judgment about what is happening in 
their world.

Real journalism is vital to our democracy, and it has to be paid for. 

If not, it will largely disappear and leave the field open for Pizzagate, and Trump’s zombie army of 
illegal voters.

If you as a citizen are worried about fake news, put your money where your mouth is and pay for the 
real thing.

*This is an edited version of a speech Mark Thompson delivered at the Detroit Economic Club earlier 
this week (as of December 16, 2016)

AUTHOR: Following a few days on the heels of this speech, loyal minion (and employee) Jim 
Rutenberg, seconded this appeal for paid subscribers by echoing this same “fake news” threat in the 
following article:

Trump's attacks on the press may save it, by Jim Rutenberg, The New York Times International 
Edition, Tuesday December 20, 2016, page 10

… “But Mr. Carter (Graydon Carter, ed. of Vanity Fair) seized the moment with a red banner on the 
home page calling Vanity Fair 'The Magazine Donald Trump Doesn't Want You to Read,” and 
imploring visitors, “Subscribe Now!”

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/dec/16/fake-news-journalism-digital?CMP=share_btn_link
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/dec/16/fake-news-journalism-digital?CMP=share_btn_link


Lo and behold, subscriptions spiked a hundredfold over their daily average, the magazine said, bringing
Vanity Fair's parent company, Condé Nast, the biggest number of new daily sign-ups in its 116-year 
history. …

As Mr. Trump tries to burn the media village down, he may be saving it. 

His running campaign of Twitter attacks, declarations of failure and vows to punish the news media is 
threatening to do what so many years of cost-cutting and re-envisioning could not do as easily: put the 
industry on more solid economic footing, where customers who realize its value are willing to pay for it
more regularly. 

It's early. And, in traditional media, hope is the province of masochists. But in the weeks since the 
election, magazines like The New Yorker, The Atlantic and Vanity Fair; newspapers including the New 
York Times, The Wall Street Journal, The Los Angeles Times and The Washington Post; and nonprofits 
like NPR and ProPublica have been reporting big boosts in subscription rates or donations. 

It's as if Mr. Trump's media attacks have combined with the heightened attention on the perils of fake 
news to create one big fat advertisement for the value of basic journalism. …

...Real reporting costs real money. But newsrooms, saddled with big losses in advertising, are 
continuing to contract. ...That's where the new subscriptions come in. If they keep growing – sure, a big
if – they could bring what The Los Angeles Times's editor in chief and publisher, Davan Maharaj, called
“a new golden era in journalism.”

AUTHOR: When I started out in journalism in the early 90's, the publishing and editorial branches of 
respected newspapers, magazines and other news media were always separate. There was no crossing 
the line. It is significant to note in the above commentary by the NYT's Rutenberg that he apparently 
doesn't even blink an eye when describing the head honcho's title at The Los Angeles Times: publisher 
and editor in chief. Meaning, the same person who pockets the advertising bucks decides what stories 
get published and how. Am I the only one who sees a conflict of interest here? Since when have those 
lines been so blithely blurred? 

Another thing to underscore is that Vanity Fair and The New Yorker, along with Wired, Vogue, GQ, et 
al. are all Condé Nast publications, meaning owned by the same corporation. Interesting in July 2016, 
Conde Nast, operating out of their new One World Trade Center headquarters, announced the launch of
Condé Nast Spire, a new division that focuses on finding links between consumers' purchasing activity 
and their content consumption by connecting the company's own collected user data, i.e. its own 'first-
party behavioral data.'  Advance Publications is the parent company of Condé Nast. To see a complete 
listing of their holdings, refer to this link on the Columbia Journalism Review.  
http://www.cjr.org/resources/?c=advance   Advance Publications is a multi-billion dollar privately-held 
corporation that also owns Parade Publications, Inc., and Random House, Inc. It is the country's largest 
privately-held newspaper chain.  To read more, see Forbes' article, These Fifteen Billionaires Own 
America's News Media Companies.  http://www.forbes.com/sites/katevinton/2016/06/01/these-15-
billionaires-own-americas-news-media-companies/#4232f2f330b4

http://www.cjr.org/resources/?c=advance


The Audacity of An Arrogant Despot, A Micro-blog -  Sword At the Ready, September 2011 
Source:  https://swordattheready.wordpress.com/2011/09/01/the-audacity-of-an-arrogant-despot/

“Obama calls for a joint session of Congress to give a campaign speech about jobs – on the same night 
and time as the Republican Presidential Debate”

White House Press Secretary Tells GOP “They can reschedule”  .
UPDATE: Speaker John Boehner refuses to convene the session, asks Obama to choose another night.
By INVAR

It’s just incredible.  As far back as this blog’s inception, warnings about the arrogant condescension of 
His Heinous, Barrack Hussein Obama doesn’t assuage the incredulity that his regime generates. It’s 
truly surprising.

What is stunning, is not the hubris itself that was expected from this President, but the acceptance of it 
by large majority of Americans whom historically, have rejected such blatant arrogance from it’s civil 
servants.

It’s amazing to watch and hear the blatant and in-your-face efforts this regime is ramping up, taunting 
and almost daring someone to defy him.  There’s not even a semblance of courtesy or gentlemanly 
statesmanship from this regime.  The monarchy of Louis the XVI’s cannot compare to the extravagance
and disdain this Administration showcases.

Because the collapsing economy and the need to create jobs are so important to The One, he decided 
that he would wait until AFTER his ninth vacation and 68th round of golf since he was crowned in 
2009 to give what the media will most likely dub ‘his most important speech as President’ to outline his
own “jobs” plan. We assume His Heinous will entreat the country with yet another demand for a 
trillion-dollar “stimulus” designed to grow the government behemoth even larger and bankrupt the 
nation further into eternal debt.

But given that we know Obama is a broken teleprompter of useless campaign tripe and class warfare, 
what was startling about Obama’s call for a joint session of Congress to deliver another lecture in 
Socialism, is the day and time he demanded it.

You see Wednesday September 7th at 8 PM Eastern, is the Republican Debate from the Reagan 
Library.  A date that was planned and set since May 3, 2011 at 4:59 PM.

But the audacity of Obama knows no bounds, and in typical Chicago Political Thug fashion – he 
decides to try and nullify the Republican event altogether by holding the networks captive to cover a 
joint session of Congress for the purpose of providing a platform for another Obama teleprompter 
speech.  And speaking of joint sessions of Congress, those are given historically for special occasions 
like the State of the Union or urgent situations such as declarations of war or consultation for use of 
force authorizations.  To use such occasions to attempt to ramrod yet another big government political 
agenda down the nation’s throats is again, the audacity that characterizes the Obama regime.

Where the arrogant condescension and disdain are self-evident, is in the remarks by Obama’s 
Propagandist in Chief: Jay Carney.

http://campaign2012.washingtonexaminer.com/blogs/obama-trump-gop-debate
http://campaign2012.washingtonexaminer.com/blogs/obama-trump-gop-debate
http://firstread.msnbc.msn.com/_news/2011/05/03/6578510-nbc-politico-debate-now-set-for-sept-7
http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0811/62029.html
http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0811/62029.html
http://netrightdaily.com/2011/08/boehner-rejects-obamas-request-to-address-congress/
http://campaign2012.washingtonexaminer.com/blogs/obama-trump-gop-debate
https://swordattheready.wordpress.com/2011/09/01/the-audacity-of-an-arrogant-despot/


First he lies and says that the scheduling of the request at the same time and date as the GOP Debate is 
‘coincidence’.  Obama sent the request for the joint session on Wednesday, the Debate has been set 
since last May.  Does Carney really think the American people are stupid enough to assume that the 
Obama regime did not know when the Republican debate was going to occur?

But I’m more interested in the choice of words and tone this guy used.

“It is one debate of many [that will air] on one channel of many… [and] there are many 
other factors here” to consider when scheduling a major address from the 
president….Carney gave NBC his permission to reschedule the Republican debate so it 
doesn’t conflict with the president’s speech, saying “if the network so chose and the 
candidates so chose” to reschedule, “that would be completely fine with us.”

How mighty white and benevolent of him to grant ‘permission’ for a news network to reschedule an 
event they had set since May to accommodate an egomaniacal narcissist who can’t get enough of his 
face on TV to lecture the American people and make demands!

But miracles do sometimes happen, and the Speaker replied to the request from the White House with 
these words:

“Sept. 8th would be better “so we can ensure there will be no parliamentary or logistical 
impediments that might detract from your remarks.”

What will be interesting is the fallout from John Boehner suddenly growing a set and telling the 
TOTUS that he gives him permission to reschedule his ‘joint session’ campaign speech for the 
following night.  Look for the term ‘obstructionists’ to be screamed from the pulpits of punditdom and 
Jay Carney’s office over this slight against the Anointed One.  Yet as Boehner points out in his letter, a 
Resolution is required to be passed by both Houses before an agreement can be made to receive the 
President – and Harry Reid himself said that they will not be in session until 6:30 PM on the 7th and no
time for voting for that resolution.

Still, expect this regime and the media mouthpieces of the MSM to try and capitalize on the 
Constitutional ignorance of their audience and constituencies.

But I’d bet dollars of debt that even Obama’s constituencies are going to be watching the NFL as 
opposed to TOTUS on the evening of the 8th.

UPDATE: media reporting the White House will ‘accept’ Boehner’s change of date   advice.
Oh goodie, look for The One and the State-Foisted Media to use this ‘acceptance’ as a pointer to insist 
that Obama can “compromise” with the GOP and therefore, because His Heinous has bent the knee and
relented on the date he demands an audience with a joint session of Congress – everyone should 
“compromise” and agree with his “jobs plan”.

The more hope and change, the more things stay the same with this regime, and worse for the rest of 
the nation.

http://www.cnn.com/2011/POLITICS/08/31/obama.congress.address/index.html
http://media.washtimes.com/media/misc/2011/08/31/8-31-11_speaker_letter_to_potus_on_joint_session_request.pdf
http://media.washtimes.com/media/misc/2011/08/31/8-31-11_speaker_letter_to_potus_on_joint_session_request.pdf


AUTHOR:While micro-blogs such as the above have seen little online traction these past years, Alex 
Jones with his InfoWars has successfully created a following. And he's not alone. Others who have 
grown into large followings are Radix, BakedAlalska (aka Tim Treadstone), Richard Spencer, Sam 
Hyde, Mike Cernovich, and Milo. Then there are the up-and-comers, contenders to Fox's conservative  
throne, Newsmax Media and Breitbart.com. 

Case in point: Alex Jones'  YouTube channel where he broadcasts his show, has 1,867,224 subscribers.  
A mid-December broadcast dealt with the issue of U.S. Electors being lobbied to not cast their vote for 
President-Elect Trump.  He showed a clip of the Saturday Night Live show skit where a Hillary 
impersonator shows up at an elector's front door and tries to convince her not to vote for Trump.  Of 
course the skit was played for comedy but nonetheless, Jones points out, it is yet another attempt by 
which mass media tried to influence their audience in unprecedented maneuvers, some would call a 
coup attempt, when it came to the 2016 presidential election in our country. 

Watch SNL skit on Alex Jones' Info Wars: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TlA_0atGpyU

On a related Alex Jones segment on his Info Wars show, he discusses how censorship and totalitarian 
authority is attempting to clasp ever more tightly onto our society. He cites as an example Germany's 
new law to fine its citizens €500 for criticizing/ critiquing Islam. 

Alex Jones on Info Wars, 1st Amendment Under Siege December 18, 2016 : 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=55vvu5B-BCA

And also about the Communist Chinese influence on trying to purge the 1st Amendment in the U.S. 
Alex Jones, the Alex Jones Channel: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7yQePoRh8Rk

AUTHOR: Say, and think, what you will about the different elements of micro-media and the coalitions
they represent, but keep in mind that these are what allow for a cacophony of voices. In a republic, this 
very cacophony of voices is what ensures the democratic process, where all concerns can be voiced and
heard. 

The flip-side of that is if only one or two behemoth voices are heard. Some predict that this is what is in
store for our us in America and even as a global trend as we sally forth into 2017 and beyond...

I once read an anecdote where a Democracy was described as two wolves and a sheep sitting down at 
table, deciding what to eat for dinner. For a further exploration into this inquiry, please see the Glossary
terms at the end of the book, particularly the definitions of Democracy and Republic. 

 

2017 Is Going To Be A Bloodbath – Confessions of a Beleaguered Independent Publisher, by Lucia
Moses, Digiday, December 23, 2016 

http://digiday.com/publishers/2017s-going-bloodbath-confessions-beleaguered-independent-publisher/  

Surviving as a digital publisher is hard enough, but it’s even more so for independent, pure-play digital 
media companies that don’t have massive scale or other business lines to lean on. For the latest 

http://digiday.com/?s=confessions
http://digiday.com/publishers/2017s-going-bloodbath-confessions-beleaguered-independent-publisher/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7yQePoRh8Rk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=55vvu5B-BCA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TlA_0atGpyU


installment in our anonymous Confessions series, we talk to an exec at an independent publisher who 
worries about making it in a world where most of the ad dollars are going to Google and Facebook.

What worries you the most as an independent publisher these days?
This duopoly   is essentially killing publishing. There’s a Faustian bargain we’ve all entered into because
the platforms are responsible for our livelihood but they’re using our content to shore up their dominant
position of owning all the data, owning all the audience. You add in Snap, it’s another 5 percent. 
Amazon, it’s another 5 percent. You’re looking at an increasingly smaller slice of the pie. Brands that 
are independent that aren’t well funded or are running out of that cash will be squeezed.

What’s most frustrating about working with Facebook?
They’re forcing publishers to pay for sponsored content. It’s definitely an added pressure. If it’s great 
content, it should be surfaced. Facebook is playing the same card that Google did where they released 
the same stream of tweaks to its algorithm, to get [brands] to buy traffic through SEM.

When it comes to their dealings with publishers, it also seems like the platforms have picked their
favorites.
Whether it’s The New York Times being subsidized by Facebook to pay for content or the Snapchat 
Discover kind of exclusivity, there’s no rhyme or reason other than some sort of favoritism that’s 
handed down for no reason. The randomness of the favored child is that challenge.

What else do you worry about?
The cost structure of digital display. The agencies are requiring 100 percent viewability. So if we sell a 
$10 CPM and deliver 70 percent viewability, which is the best you’re going to be able to do, that takes 
your $10 CPM and moves it to a $6 CPM. Display as a whole has really shrunk as a result of 
viewability. 2017’s going to be a bloodbath for independent publishers.

AUTHOR: So if the frigid and over-controlling advertising market response to diversity of thought, a 
cacophony of voices, and freedom of speech is not chilling enough, brace yourselves, because the 
government has now just gotten in further on the act of clamping down on 'propaganda.'  As one of the 
Obama administrations last acts, it oversaw the successful passage of a bill in December 2016, now 
being referred to as the Propaganda Bill. Only cursory details are below, so the reader is highly 
encouraged to research and educate themselves further on this newly enacted bill that most certainly 
can be implemented to clamp down on freedom of speech in ways that are heretofore unprecedented in 
our country's history. 

Propaganda Bill passes in Congress

Source: https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2016/nov/30/sweeping-us-laws-targeting-russian-
interference-could-ensnare-trump

Obama signs defense bill establishing anti-propaganda center, Democracy Now, Headlines, Dec 27
2016

Source:https://www.democracynow.org/2016/12/27/headlines/obama_signs_defense_bill_establishing_
anti_propaganda_center

http://digiday.com/platforms/facebook-google-really-taking-digital-ad-growth/
http://digiday.com/?s=confessions


President Obama on Friday signed the National Defense Authorization Act, or NDAA, providing nearly
$619 billion for war and military spending. The measure passed both houses of Congress with a veto-
proof majority …

Meanwhile, press freedom advocates are raising alarm over a little-known bill rolled into the NDAA, 
which will create a national anti-propaganda center. 

Under the Countering Disinformation and Propaganda Act, the State Department will actively work
to "recognize, understand, expose, and counter foreign state and non-state propaganda and 
disinformation efforts aimed at undermining United States national security interests." 

AUTHOR: Never has there been a time more important in the history of our country than today for 
each citizen to allow themselves to think and speak freely. This great heritage, built into the 
foundations of our Constitution and our country as envisioned by our esteemed Founding Fathers, rests 
squarely on each individual's shoulders today. Young and old, from every race, religion, gender, age 
group and socio-economic strata, it is imperative that we accept the responsibility to think, speak and 
act for ourselves, without fear of punishment or reprisals. 

When any one group of us, if even one individual, shirks from their duty, we are all weakened and 
diminished. A republic calls for a cacophony of voices. There are always voices that each of us would 
prefer not to hear and not to listen to. But as has been illustrated here in this book and in hundreds upon
hundreds of great treatises written by the foremost thought-leaders of their and our times, the only way 
a people can be and live freely, the only way the democratic process can persist in a nation founded on 
the principles of a republic, is for each and every one of us to think and speak freely. And above all to 
listen to one another, without obligation to agree or to comply with any expressed opinions or beliefs. 
In other words, freedom of speech, thought and expression in all its diversity is what a true republic 
requires and what it is founded upon.


